tion between edible and noxious food, crucial for animal survival, is based on separate gustatory receptors for phagostimulants and deterrents. In the moth Heliothis virescens, gustatory receptor neurons (GRNs) tuned to phagostimulants like sucrose and deterrents like quinine, respectively, have indicated a labeled line mechanism for mediating appetitive and aversive information to the CNS. In the present study, we have investigated the central gustatory neurons (CGNs) in this moth as an approach to understand how gustatory information is coded in the CNS. Intracellular recordings from CGNs in the suboesophageal ganglion (SOG) combined with fluorescent staining revealed a large diversity of CGN types responding to sucrose, quinine, water, and mechanosensory stimuli applied to the antennae, the proboscis, and the right tarsus. The CGNs responded with varying tuning breadth to tastants applied to more than one appendage. This integration of information across stimuli and appendages, contradict a simple labeled line mechanism in the CNS for coding identity and location of taste stimuli. Instead the distinct pattern of activity found in an ensemble of CGNs, suggests a population coding mechanism. Staining revealed that the majority of the CGNs were confined locally within the SOG/tritocerebrum, whereas others projected to the deutocerebrum, protocerebrum, frontal ganglion, and thoracic ganglia. Some CGNs were reconstructed and registered into the H. virescens standard brain atlas, showing dendritic overlap with the previously described GRN projections. In general, the physiology and morphology of the CGNs suggested multifunctional properties, where a single CGN might belong to several networks executing different functions.
Kvello P, Jørgensen K, Mustaparta H. Central gustatory neurons integrate taste quality information from four appendages in the moth Heliothis virescens. J Neurophysiol 103: 2965 -2981 , 2010 . First published March 10, 2010 doi:10.1152 /jn.00985.2009 . Discrimination between edible and noxious food, crucial for animal survival, is based on separate gustatory receptors for phagostimulants and deterrents. In the moth Heliothis virescens, gustatory receptor neurons (GRNs) tuned to phagostimulants like sucrose and deterrents like quinine, respectively, have indicated a labeled line mechanism for mediating appetitive and aversive information to the CNS. In the present study, we have investigated the central gustatory neurons (CGNs) in this moth as an approach to understand how gustatory information is coded in the CNS. Intracellular recordings from CGNs in the suboesophageal ganglion (SOG) combined with fluorescent staining revealed a large diversity of CGN types responding to sucrose, quinine, water, and mechanosensory stimuli applied to the antennae, the proboscis, and the right tarsus. The CGNs responded with varying tuning breadth to tastants applied to more than one appendage. This integration of information across stimuli and appendages, contradict a simple labeled line mechanism in the CNS for coding identity and location of taste stimuli. Instead the distinct pattern of activity found in an ensemble of CGNs, suggests a population coding mechanism. Staining revealed that the majority of the CGNs were confined locally within the SOG/tritocerebrum, whereas others projected to the deutocerebrum, protocerebrum, frontal ganglion, and thoracic ganglia. Some CGNs were reconstructed and registered into the H. virescens standard brain atlas, showing dendritic overlap with the previously described GRN projections. In general, the physiology and morphology of the CGNs suggested multifunctional properties, where a single CGN might belong to several networks executing different functions.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The ability to discriminate among different taste substances requires a unique representation of each of them in the nervous system, i.e., a neural code. Particularly important is discrimination of nutritious and toxic items for ingestion or rejection. Two principal models for neural coding of taste identity have been proposed, the labeled line (LL) model and the across fiber pattern (AFP) model (Frank 2000) . The LL model claims in its extreme form that a stimulus identity is encoded by a distinct set of neurons, serves one function, and is conveyed unprocessed from periphery to behavior. The AFP model in its extreme denies receptor specificity and claims that the identity of a stimulus is encoded by the relative activity across a population of neurons, and the identity of the stimulus is extracted from the population code. The LL model is particu-larly supported by molecular biological studies of the peripheral taste system of mammals and insects by the expression of functionally different receptor proteins in separate populations of taste receptor cells (Nelson et al. 2001 (Nelson et al. , 2002 Thorne et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2004) . Moreover, the selective activation of the "sugar cells" or the "deterrent cells" in mice and Drosophila, resulting in feeding or rejection, respectively, has suggested hardwired LLs for sweet and bitter from the periphery to behavior (Marella et al. 2006; Mueller et al. 2005) . In insects, the LL model in the peripheral system is also supported by electrophysiological recordings in many species including the moth Heliothis virescens. These studies have shown gustatory receptor neurons (GRNs) specified for tastants within single taste modalities resulting in distinct populations of GRNs for sugars, salts, water, deterrents, and amino acids (Blaney and Simmonds 1988; Chapman 1998; de Brito Sanchez et al. 2005; Dethier 1955; Evans and Mellon 1962; Hodgson 1957; Jørgensen et al. 2007a; Schoonhoven and Van Loon 2002; Simmonds et al. 1990; Whitehead 1978; Whitehead and Larsen 1976) .
The AFP model is particularly supported by electrophysiological studies of the central gustatory neurons (CGNs) in mammals (Di Lorenzo 2000; Pfaffmann 1959; Simon et al. 2006) . In insects, this model may apply to the locust Locusta migratoria, where CGNs in the thoracic ganglion are broadly tuned to several tastants including phagostimulants and deterrents, i.e. substances stimulating versus deterring feeding (Rogers and Newland 2003) . In the fly Sarcophaga bullata, CGNs of the suboesophageal ganglion (SOG) responded to more than one of the three stimuli: sucrose, KCl, and water (Mitchell and Itagaki 1992) . Unfortunately, this study did not include deterrents. Although single CGNs in mammals and insects respond to substances across taste modalities, many neurons show a particular strong response to one tastant. In mammals, these neurons are traditionally classified as "best cells" for a tastant, like sucrose-best cells, NaCl-best cells, and quinine-best cells, each type considered more important than the others in coding the particular taste quality (Frank 1974) . In addition to these three narrowly tuned types of best cells, a different type, the HCl-best cells, are broadly tuned. The existence of both narrowly and broadly tuned gustatory neurons is observed at every stage of the mammalian central gustatory pathway suggesting coexistence of a LL and an AFP mechanism (Spector 2005) .
Compared with the large number of studies on central processing of gustatory information in mammals, very few have been devoted to the insects (Mitchell and Itagaki 1992; Rogers and Newland 2003) . Thus the current ideas about gustatory coding in these animals are mainly based on data from the peripheral system. Different from mammals, insects have taste organs located on several appendages; this brings an additional aspect to gustatory coding in these animals, i.e., coding of tastant location. As shown by appendage selective stimulations, the GRNs on the antennae are involved in proboscis extension (Hartlieb 1996; Haupt 2004; Jørgensen et al. 2007b; Ramaswamy 1987) and orientation toward or away from the stimulus, and those on the proboscis in maintaining proboscis extension as well as food consumption and proboscis recoiling (de Brito Sanchez et al. 2008; Jørgensen et al. 2007b; Miles and Booker 1998) . The GRNs on the tarsi are also involved in proboscis extension in addition to courtship behavior and egg laying (Amrein 2004; Chun and Schoonhoven 1973; Ramaswamy 1987; Städler et al. 1995) , and those on the ovipositor in egg laying (Ramaswamy et al. 1992 ). These appendage specific taste related behaviors imply that the gustatory system of insects discriminates among tastant locations as well as qualities. The neuronal basis for the spatial discrimination may be the separate target areas in the CNS of GRN axons from different appendages, as shown in several insect species, including H. virescens (Jørgensen et al. 2006; Kvello et al. 2006; Mitchell et al. 1999; Stocker 1994; Wang et al. 2004) . The neuronal basis for discrimination of taste qualities may be the separate axonal target areas in the CNS of GRNs expressing the "sweet receptors" and the "bitter receptors," as shown by the Gr5a and Gr66 receptor genes in Drosophila (Thorne et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2004 ). This apparent organotopic and gustotopic organization of GRN axons raises the question whether the anatomically segregated representations of different appendages and different taste qualities are preserved by CGNs in the SOG, the main taste center in insects.
In the present study, we have investigated how gustatory information is processed by CGNs in the SOG of the moth H. virescens, particularly asking whether information about phagostimulants and deterrents mediated from one as well as several appendages is segregated or integrated. We have performed intracellular recordings combined with fluorescent staining, reconstructions, and transformations of CGNs into the standard brain atlas of this species (Kvello et al. 2009 ). The majority of the neurons sufficiently tested integrated information from all appendages. A large number of neurons showing best responses to the phagostimulant sucrose and the deterrent quinine, respectively, also received information about other tastants and tactile stimulation within and across appendages. Thus a population coding, rather than a label line mechanism seems to mediate taste quality as well as location of tastants in the CNS of this species.
M E T H O D S

Insects
The moth H. virescens used in the experiments were received as pupae (Syngenta, Basel, Switzerland) . The male and female pupae were sorted and hatched with access to 5% sucrose solution in separate climate chambers (Refritherm 200, Albertslund, Denmark; 22°C, reversed photoperiod) . The experiments were performed on adult female moths three to five days after hatching.
Preparations for intracellular recordings
The insects were mounted in plastic tubes, exposing the head appendages and the right tarsus (Fig. 1 ). The antennae, proboscis, and tarsus were immobilized and fixed using dental wax and tungsten clamps, exposing the contact chemosensilla for stimulation. The labium and the underlying trachea of the head were removed enabling electrode access to the SOG. In most preparations, the left eye was cut off to expose the left side of the SOG and tritocerebrum for better access of the electrode. Ringer solution was continuously applied to prevent dehydration of the brain.
Stimulation, recording, and analysis
The stimuli used in the experiments were sucrose (1 M, Sigma-Aldrich), quinine hydrochloride (0.1 M, VWR), distilled water, and tactile touch, previously found to elicit responses in separate GRNs and influence behavior (Jørgensen et al. 2007a,b) . Because the waterresponding GRNs are known to be completely inhibited by sucrose and quinine at concentrations Ͼ0.01 M solution (Jørgensen et al. 2007a) , there was no response to the water component in the sucrose and quinine solutions used in the present experiments. The stimuli were applied to the sensilla as droplets on a glass rod in the following sequence: right antenna, left antenna, proboscis, and right tarsus. The sequence of the further stimulations depended on which appendages elicited the strongest responses. Repeated stimulations were performed when allowed by the duration of the recordings. The stimulation period was 1 s, and the interstimulus interval was 1 min.
Neuronal activity was recorded using a glass microelectrode containing 0.2 M K ϩ -acetate solution and 4% dye (Micro-Ruby or Micro-Emerald, Invitrogen). Spikes were counted 1 s immediately before stimulation onset (usually marked as an electrical artifact on the oscilloscope trace) and in general 1 s immediately after response onset (usually marked as a sudden increase or decrease in firing frequency). In cases of short phasic responses, the spikes were counted within the firing period. Both the ratio and the difference between the number of spikes during the response and the number of spikes before stimulus onset were calculated and used to compare responses across stimuli and appendages. A significant excitatory response was set to a ratio of Ն1.2, and a significant inhibitory response was set to Յ0.8. The ratio was used to evaluate the response strength to the four stimuli within each appendage, and the result was marked as excitatory and inhibitory best or as weaker responses. However, a distinction between best and weaker responses was only made for CGNs tested for at least three stimuli within an appendage. When responses to two different stimuli were equal and stronger than the others, they were both marked as best responses. Analyses of response variance for different stimuli applied to single appendages, as well as for single stimuli applied to different appendages were performed in SPSS (SPSS, version 17.0).
Intracellular staining
After recording, the CGNs were stained by passing a 1-3 nA depolarizing current (pulses of 2 Hz, 0.2 s duration) through the recording electrode. Complete labeling of the neurons required dye injection for Ն2 min. After current injection, the dye was allowed to diffuse throughout the neuron over night (4°C). Subsequently, the brains were dissected in Ringer solution, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde or 0.5% glutaraldehyde and 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS (Ն2 h, room temperature), rinsed in PBS (10 min), dehydrated in increasing ethanol series (50, 70, 90, 96 , and 100%, 10 min each), degreased in methyl salicylate (10 min), and rehydrated in decreasing ethanol series. To amplify the staining of the labeled CGNs, the brain preparations were incubated in streptavidin-Cy3 (Micro-Ruby stainings) or streptavidin-Cy2 (Micro-Emerald stainings, diluted 1:200 in PBS, Jackson Immunoresearch, West Grove, PA) for Ն2 h (room temperature). After rinsing in PBS (10 min), the preparations were dehydrated in increasing ethanol series and cleared in methyl salicylate before being mounted on double sided aluminum slides.
Visualization
The preparations of the brains with stained CGNs were visualized in a confocal laser-scanning microscope (LSM 510 META, Zeiss, Jena, Germany) using a C-Apochromat 10ϫ/0.45 NA water objective and a C-Achroplan 40ϫ/0.8 NA water objective. The two fluorescent dyes were excited by different lasers. Micro-emerald was excited by a titanium sapphire laser of 780 nm and a 488 nm argon laser, both filtered through a band-pass filter BP 500 -550 IR. Micro-ruby was excited by a 543 nm helium neon laser and filtered through a band-pass filter BP 565-615 IR. The titanium sapphire laser was used for two-photon microscopy, increasing the resolution in the z axis which enabled better distinguishing of overlapping neurites. The brains were scanned frontally with an interslice distance of 0.5Ϫ3 m and an optical resolution in the x-y axis of 1024 ϫ 1024 pixels. The neurons were scanned as several separate tiles and manually merged in Amira 4.1.
Reconstruction and registration of CGNs into the average standard brain atlas
The gray value image stacks acquired from the confocal microscope were examined section by section, and the neurons were semi-automatically reconstructed using a skeleton tool Schmitt et al. 2004 ). Registration of the neurons into the standard brain atlas followed the same procedure as described by Brandt et al. (2005) . Selected brain structures in the "neuron preparation" were reconstructed as label images. The selection only included brain structures corresponding to the structures in the standard brain atlas. Subsequently, the label images of the neuron preparations were affine-and elastically registered to the label images of the standard brain. The resulting transformation parameters for the brain structures were subsequently applied to the reconstructed neurons, and the results were evaluated by comparison with the original confocal images. The standard brain atlas only contains neuropil areas and not cell clusters.
R E S U L T S
Recordings and staining of CGNs
The results are based on intracellular recordings from 92 CGNs in the SOG of 63 female H. virescens moths, maximum three neurons in one preparation. Thirty-eight neurons were successfully stained, seven were fully reconstructed, and six were registered into the standard brain atlas. As exemplified in Fig. 2 , the responses were recorded as excitation, inhibition, or mixed excitation and inhibition to sucrose, quinine, water, and tactile touch applied to the contact chemosensilla of the antennae, the proboscis, and the right tarsus. However, limited by the short duration of the challenging intracellular recordings from the small neurons of this moth, not all CGNs were tested for all stimuli applied to all appendages. With few exceptions, the CGNs showed no or low spontaneous activity (0 -20 spike/s). The excitatory responses ranged from 2 to 120 spike/s, and the inhibitory responses from weak to complete inhibition. Latencies of excitatory responses ranged from 35 ms to 1.2 s. The latencies of inhibitory responses were in many cases difficult to determine because of the low spontaneous activity.
Complex response profiles to taste and mechanosensory stimulation of four appendages
In general, the CGNs responded to more than one stimulus as well as to stimulation of more than one appendage, showing complex, but distinct response profiles with a high degree of Table 1 ). Thus the neurons could not distinctly be classified according to one tastant. Figure 4 shows the response profiles of 13 CGNs that were tested for all stimuli applied to all appendages. Of 39 repetitions, 28 elicited invariant responses, 9 changed from response to no response, and two from inhibition to excitation. With the exception of four neurons that were unresponsive to stimuli applied to one or two appendages (CGNs 11, 14, 37, and 58) , the others responded to stimulation of all appendages, and integrated information about all four stimuli. When comparing the activ- FIG. 3. Bar graph showing the response profiles of the 92 CGNs to stimulation of the right and left antenna, the proboscis, and the right tarsus with sucrose, quinine, water, and a mechanosensory stimulus. , the responses calculated as the difference between the number of spikes during the response and before stimulation onset. , not tested. Only 13 CGNs were tested for all 4 stimuli on all 4 appendages including neurons 1, 3, 11, 14, 16, 28, 35, 37, 49, 54, 55, 58, and 59. ity in this ensemble of CGNs across stimuli and appendages, distinct but partly overlapping patterns of excitation, inhibition, and no responses appeared. For instance, application of sucrose to one appendage resulted in a different pattern than application of quinine, water, and tactile stimulation (Fig. 4 ). In addition, sucrose stimulation resulted in different patterns when applied to the right and left antennae, the proboscis, and the tarsus. All these activity patterns were significantly different (1-way ANOVA, P(207) Ͻ 0.001, F ϭ 2.88 Ϯ 8.22, mean Ϯ SD, based on the quantified responses given in Fig. 4B ). These differences occurred because some CGNs responded, e.g., by excitation versus inhibition to the same stimulus across appendages, like CGN 28 excited by sucrose on the proboscis as well as the tarsus and inhibited by sucrose on the antennae. In addition, different stimuli elicited similar responses across appendages, like CGN 14 excited by sucrose on the right and quinine on the left antenna. Thus information about taste quality and location is not represented by distinct populations of CGNs. Instead the information is represented by distinct activity patterns in partly overlapping populations of CGNs.
Despite the high degree of integration, the CGNs could to some extent be categorized according to the different response magnitudes to the phagostimulants and the deterrent. This resulted in 22 CGNs that showed strongest excitation to the phagostimulants sucrose and water and 10 CGNs primarily excited by the deterrent quinine. Twenty-seven CGNs showed more complex response profiles, whereas the remaining 33 CGNs were not sufficiently tested to reliably be ascribed to any of the categories. Because each appendage is involved in specific phagostimulatory and aversive behaviors, we have in the following evaluated the response type (excitatory or inhibitory) and strength (best or weaker) elicited by the different stimuli within each appendage and related the CGNs to the appendage specific behaviors.
Responses to stimulation of the antennae
Antennal gustatory receptor neurons are involved in proboscis extension and recoiling as well as orientation to the tastant location. We have considered the CGNs in relation to whether they receive the same or different information from the two antennae during stimulation with the tastants. Sucrose applied to the antennae elicited strongest excitation in 25 CGNs (1-25) and strongest inhibition in 14 (14, 16 -17, 24 -30, 33-35, and 39) , all tested for at least three different stimuli (Table 1) . Seven (1-6 and 8) of the 25 neurons showed strongest excitatory responses to sucrose applied to both the right and the left antennae and are likely involved in proboscis extension. The other 18 CGNs showed best responses to stimulation of one antenna only and may in addition be involved in locating phagostimulants. When sucrose was applied to the contralateral antenna, these neurons either showed a weak excitatory (3 CGNs, 9, 19, and 20), inhibitory (7 CGNs, (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) 24, and 25) , or no responses (7 CGNs, 10 -13 and 21-23). One of these sucrose-best responding CGNs was strongest excited by water FIG. 4. Representation of responses in 13 CGNs to sucrose, quinine, water, and mechanosensory stimulation of the antennae, the proboscis, and the right tarsus. All CGNs were tested for all stimuli on all appendages. A: each CGN is represented by , OE, or U in a specific position. The CGN identity (number) is indicated below. , excitatory response; OE, inhibitory response; U, no response. R. ant, right antenna; L. ant, left antenna; Prob, proboscis; R. tars, right tarsus. B: the response profiles shown by bar graphs. , the responses were calculated as the difference between the number of spikes during the response and before stimulation onset. 
--on the contralateral antenna (12), whereas six showed strongest responses to quinine (9, 14, 17, 19, 20, and 24) . Eleven of the 25 CGNs responding excitatory best to antennal stimulation with sucrose also showed strongest excitation to sucrose stimulation of the proboscis (1-5, 9, 11, 13, 20, 21, and 24) . Among the 14 CGNs showing strongest inhibition to sucrose applied to the antennae, four were also inhibited by sucrose applied to the contralateral antenna (27, 28, 30, and 33) . Five others showed strongest excitation (14, 16, 17, 24, and 25) , one weak excitation (35), and three no responses (29, 34, and 39) to sucrose stimulation of the contralateral antenna. Stimulation of the antennae with water, the other phagostimulant, elicited strongest excitation in ten CGNs (12, 28, 30, 46, 50, 52, 54, and 58 -60) , two of them to stimulation of both antennae (52 and 59). The others showed weaker excitatory (2 CGNs, 12 and 28), inhibitory (not best, 1 CGN, 54), or no responses (4 CGN, 30, 46, 58, and 60) to water on the contralateral antenna. Stimulation of the antennae with quinine, the deterrent involved in aversion, elicited strongest excitation in 29 CGNs (9, 14, 17, 19, 20, 24, 28, 29, 33-52, and 75) and strongest inhibition in 21 (2, 6, 10, 15, 16, 18, 22-25, 30, 32, 44, 52-58, and 90) . Thus sucrose and quinine excited approximately the same number of CGNs, whereas more neurons were inhibited by quinine than by sucrose. Four of the 29 neurons (36 -38 and 51) showed excitatory best responses to quinine applied to both antennae and are possibly involved in inhibiting proboscis
The ratio between the number of spikes during the response and before stimulation onset was calculated and marked as dots (, excilatory; OE, inhibitory). A significant excitatory response was set to a ratio of Ն1.2, and a significant inhibitory response was set to Յ0.8. The strongest (best) response within each appendage is marked as large dots. Weaker responses were marked as small dots and no responses as a horizontal line. A distinction between best and weaker responses was only made for central gustatory neurons (CGNs) tested for at least three stimuli within an appendage. When responses to two different stimuli were equal and stronger than the others, they were both marked as best responses (large dots). All responses are included in the table, but only 13 CGNs were tested for all four stimuli on all four appendages including neuron numbers 1, 3, 11, 14, 16, 28, 35, 37, 49, 54, 55, 58, and 59 extension. The other CGNs showing weaker excitatory (7 CGNs, 5, 9, 14, 17, 19, 20, and 46) , inhibitory (3 best, 24, 44, and 52; 2 weaker, 28 and 33), or no responses (8 CGNs, 34, 35, (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) and 50) to contralateral quinine stimulation might be involved in locating deterrents and eliciting avoidance behavior. Some CGNs excited best by antennal quinine stimulation were also excited best by quinine applied to the proboscis (17, 19, 47, 51, and 75) , and some CGNs inhibited by quinine applied to one antenna, were also inhibited by contralateral quinine stimulation (22 and 53-56) .
Responses to stimulation of the proboscis
The gustatory receptor neurons on the proboscis mediate information about the nectar quality of flowers and control the sucking behavior. In this study, 43 CGNs (1-5, 9, 11, 13, 20 -21, 24, 27-28, 34, 36, 38, 42, 46, 48, 50, 51, 55, 57, 58, 59, 61, 63, 66, 69 -71, 73, 76 -78, 80 -83, and 85-88) showed strongest excitatory responses when sucrose was applied to the proboscis, whereas 10 (16, 17, 23, 25, 26, 31, 32, 35, 54, and 92) showed strongest inhibition (Table 1 ). The few inhibitory CGNs might be involved in terminating feeding. Water applied to the proboscis elicited strongest excitation in six CGNs (12, 14, 26, 44, 49, and 52) and strongest inhibition in three (6, 16, and 89); the small numbers reflecting fewer tests with water than with the other tastants (Table 1, Fig. 3 ). Only 15 CGNs (6, 15, 17, 19, 22, 47, 51, 53, 64, 65, 67, 68, 75, 79, and 92) showed strongest excitatory responses to quinine applied to the proboscis, a small number compared with the frequent responses to quinine stimulation of the antennae. Because nectar mainly consists of sucrose and amino acids, a high sensitivity to deterrents on the proboscis might not be necessary. However, detection of high concentrations of deterrents would be important to inhibit feeding. CGNs responding strongest by inhibition to quinine were also found (50, 54, 55, 61, 63, 78, 90, and 91) .
Responses to stimulation of the tarsus
The contact chemosensilla of the tarsi are involved in detecting surface structures and chemical stimuli, particularly connected to oviposition. Relatively few CGNs were responsive to gustatory stimulation of the tarsus (Table 1, Fig. 3 ) with seven (11, 14, 21, 22, 43, 47, and 48 ) not responding to the tastants at all. The responding CGNs were excited or inhibited to stimulation with all tastants; nine CGNs strongest excited (1, 15, 16, 17, 19, 28, 49, 75, and 79) and four strongest inhibited (13, 50, 54, and 90) by sucrose; four strongest excited (35, 55, 59, and 61) and three strongest inhibited (6, 16, and 58) by water; four strongest excited (1, 37, 38, and 52) and seven strongest inhibited (3, 28, 35, 49, 50, 53, and 54) by quinine. Overall fewer neurons were tested for stimulation of the tarsus than of the other appendages (Table 1, Fig. 5 ).
Response differences across appendages
By comparing the responses across appendages, particular features appeared. Excitatory responses to sucrose, quinine, and water were more frequent when stimulating the proboscis than the other appendages, particularly the tarsus (Fig. 5) . In contrast, stimulation of the tarsus more frequently elicited excitation to the tactile stimulus and no responses to the gustatory stimuli. The other appendages were less responsive to tactile stimulation. Another general feature appearing was more frequent inhibitory responses to quinine than to sucrose stimulation of all appendages except for the proboscis.
Selected CGNs for morphological characterizations
The morphological analysis revealed that 18 neurons were confined locally within the SOG/tritocerebrum, whereas 5 projected to the deutocerebrum, 6 in the protocerebrum, 6 sending axons in the thoracic connectives, and 1 in the frontal ganglion connectives. Most of them showed extensive arborizations with axons projecting contralaterally to the dendrites.
Six neurons were registered into the standard brain atlas to study the three dimensional spatial relationships between them as well as with the GRN axon terminals. The physiology and morphology of a few CGNs are described in the following text. One of these neurons (CGN 3) belonged to the ensemble of 13 tested for all stimuli applied to all appendages (Fig. 4) .
CGNs confined to the SOG/tritocerebrum
One of the neurons confined to the SOG/tritocerebrum responded by strong phasic excitation to repeated proboscis stimulation with sucrose (latency: 250 -280 ms) and weak phasic excitation to water applied to proboscis (Fig. 6, CGN  85) . Application of the other stimuli to the proboscis or of sucrose and quinine to the antennae elicited no response (water and tactile stimulation of the antennae were not tested). The neuron was located in the dorsal SOG/tritocerebrum with the soma on the left anterio-lateral surface of the dorsal SOG. The dendrites arborized mainly in the left dorsal SOG/tritocerebrum with one branch crossing the midline and arborizing sparsely in the contralateral side. The axon ran contralaterally in a medial commissure before ramifying in the right dorsal SOG/tritocerebrum ending in terminal blebs.
A second CGN showed a phasic excitation to repeated application of sucrose, a bursting response of mixed excitation and inhibition to quinine, inhibition followed by excitation to water, and no response to mechanosensory stimulation of the proboscis (Fig. 7, CGN 3) . The neuron also showed weak excitation to sucrose when applied to both antennae and mechanosensory stimulation of the right antenna but no response to stimulation with water or quinine. When applied to the tarsus, only quinine elicited a response (inhibitory). The soma of the CGN was located on the right anterio-ventral surface of the SOG. The dendrites arborized extensively in the right SOG, and the axon ran contralaterally in a medial commissure before ramifying extensively in the left SOG.
A third CGN confined to the SOG/tritocerebrum responded by inhibition to repeated application of sucrose to the proboscis (Fig. 8, CGN 92 latency: ϳ40 ms) . A weak excitation or no response to quinine, water, and mechanosensory stimulation of the proboscis was recorded. The two antennae were only tested for sucrose, eliciting excitatory responses. The soma of the CGN was located on the right anterio-dorsal surface of the SOG, close to the frontal ganglion connective. The dendrites arborized extensively in the right SOG with branches extending deep into the ganglion. The axon ran contralaterally in a medial commissure before bifurcating into a lateral and a ventral branch. Both branches turned in posterior direction, ramifying extensively throughout the left ventro-lateral SOG, each ramification ending in a large beaded terminal.
A fourth CGN in the SOG/tritocerebrum group showed opposite responses to stimulation with sucrose and quinine applied to the left antenna; phasic-tonic excitation to sucrose (latency: 100 ms) and weak inhibition to quinine (Fig. 9, CGN  23) . Sucrose stimulation of the proboscis elicited cycles of inhibition and excitation (latency could not be determined), whereas stimulation with quinine elicited inhibition intermitted by spike volleys with firing rates similar to the spontaneous activity. The soma of this CGN was located on the left anterior surface, between the maxillary and the labral nerve, close to the midline of the ganglion. The dendrite arborized sparsely in the left ventro-lateral, anterior surface of the neuropile and the axon projected dorsally in the contralateral side. Most axonal branches are confined to the anterio-lateral surface of the neuropil. Two small branches extended into the tritocerebral lobe close to the entrance of the labral nerve and the frontal ganglion connective.
A fifth CGN responded with inhibition to quinine applied to both antennae (latency could not be determined). It showed strongest responses to stimulation of the right antenna with a short phasic excitation before the phasic-tonic inhibition FIG. 8. Confocal image, 3-D reconstruction, and response properties of CGN 92 A: confocal image of the stained neuron showing its beaded axonal terminals on the left SOG and its dendritic branches in the right SOG. B-D: 3-D reconstruction of the CGN registered into the standard brain atlas, showing its location in the SOG. B: frontal view of the brain and SOG. C: frontal view of the T/SOG. D: lateral view of the T/SOG. E: responses of the CGN to sucrose, quinine, and water applied to the proboscis and sucrose to the right antenna. 1, stimulus onset. FGC, frontal ganglion connective. (Fig. 10, CGN 56) . The repeated stimulation resulted exclusively in an inhibitory response. Quinine applied to the left antenna elicited a weaker inhibitory response. This CGN did not respond to sucrose or tactile stimulation of the antennae or to quinine, sucrose, and tactile stimulation of the proboscis (water was not tested). The axonal projections of this neuron were confined to the dorsal SOG/tritocerebrum with the soma on the right anterior surface of the ganglion, dorso-lateral to the right maxillary nerve. The dendrite branched in the right part of the neuropil, close to the surface, with most extensive arborizations in the tritocerebrum. The axon extended contralaterally in a dorsal commissure before ramifying sparsely within the left tritocerebral area. One distinct axonal branch showed a peculiar pathway ending in beaded terminals on the anterio-lateral surface of the SOG.
CGNs projecting out of the SOG/tritocerebrum
One CGN in this group responded by inhibition to repeated application of sucrose and water to the proboscis, with strongest inhibition to sucrose (Fig. 11, CGN 31, latency: 80 ms) . No responses were obtained to quinine or tactile stimulation of the proboscis or to the four stimuli applied to the antennae. The soma of this neuron was located on the right dorso-lateral surface of the SOG. The dendrite arborizations were confined to the right anterior surface of the dorsal SOG and tritocerebrum with one branch extending into the frontal ganglion connective. Most axonal branches extended to the contralateral side, terminating in beaded terminals. One major branch proceeded into the left frontal ganglion connective.
A second CGN responded by excitation to repeated stimulation with sucrose and tactile touch of both antennae as well as sucrose applied to the proboscis (Fig. 12, CGN 4) . Sucrose elicited the strongest responses with a tonic pattern and latencies of 90, 40, and 50 ms when applied to the right antenna, the left antenna, and the proboscis, respectively. The weak excitation appearing when quinine and water were applied to the antennae did not exceed the excitation elicited by the tactile stimulus, implying pure mechanosensory responses. Quinine and water applied to the proboscis elicited no or minimal response. The soma of this CGN was located on the left, anterio-dorsal surface of the SOG, close to the midline. The dendritic branches were confined to the left side of the CNS with the most extensive arborizations in the SOG. A few branches extended into the left antennal mechanosensory and motor center (AMMC) and continued dorsally into the protocerebral lobe. The axon ran to the contralateral side of the SOG in a dorsal commissure before turning posterio-ventral, continuing into the thoracic connectives. The termination area was not determined.
Integrating the reconstructed CGNs into the standard brain atlas revealed overlap between the dendritic region and the axonal projection area of different CGNs, particularly in the lateral SOG/tritocerebrum. In addition, the dendritic arborizations of many CGNs showed some overlap with the axonal projections of the GRNs, previously identified (Jørgensen et al. 2006; Kvello et al. 2006) . This is exemplified in Fig. 13 showing one CGN (4) with dendrites arborizing widely in the left SOG, tritocerebrum, and the AMMC. Overlap with the axonal projections of the proboscis and left antennal GRNs was particularly found in the dorsal SOG.
D I S C U S S I O N
In the present study, CGNs of an insect species have for the first time been tested for responses to gustatory stimulation of several appendages. The results demonstrated a large diversity of neurons with surprisingly complex response profiles. No CGNs in the present study received information from one appendage only. On the contrary, most neurons tested for stimulation of all appendages integrated information from all of them contradicting the hypothesis of preserved segregation in the central pathways of spatial information from the different appendages. The high degree of integration is reflected by their morphology showing extensive dendritic arborizations in one side of the SOG and axonal projections in the contralateral side. For instance, CGN 4 with dendrites arborizing widely in the left SOG, tritocerebrum, and AMMC received gustatory information from both antennae and the proboscis (Fig. 12) . The overlap with the GRN axon projections from the left antenna and the proboscis (Fig. 13) , as well as the short response latencies of this CGN, 40 and 50 ms, respectively, indicate direct input from the GRNs.
Because each appendage is involved in specific phagostimulatory and aversive behaviors, the high degree of integration suggests that single CGNs are involved in several appendage specific, taste related behaviors, hence being multifunctional. An example is the neuron in Fig. 9 receiving information about sucrose present at the left antenna and the proboscis. The cycles of strong excitation and inhibition elicited by stimulation of the proboscis implies participation in a central pattern generator typically involved in consumption (Ayali 2004) , whereas the phasic-tonic excitatory response to sucrose stimulation of one antenna suggests a different function, for instance, proboscis extension or orientation. The dual function is supported by the axonal projections in the tritocerebrum and anterio- lateral SOG. The former area connects to the frontal ganglion involved in the rhythmic behavior of consumption in insects (Ayali 2004) , and the latter corresponds to an area in the SOG presumably innervated by motorneurons involved in proboscis extension, as shown in the honey bee (Rehder 1989) . The dendritic arborizations of the CGN in the ventral, anteriolateral SOG overlap the axonal projections of the proboscis GRNs, which are also closely located to the antennal GRNs (Jørgensen et al. 2006; Kvello et al. 2006) . In general, this implies that each of the broadly tuned CGNs may be a part of several networks executing different taste related functions; the particular network activated depending on the tastant applied and the appendage stimulated. This system resembles a mechanism described in another invertebrate species, the sea slug Pleurobranchaea, where single neurons involved in the feeding network also are involved in the swimming network (Kristan and Gillette 2007) . Multifunctional neurons have previously been described in the feeding system of snails, lobsters, and crabs (Elliott and Susswein 2002; Kristan and Gillette 2007) . Thus multifunctionality may be a general feature of invertebrate CGNs.
Coding of taste quality and location in the CNS of H. virescens does not seem to follow a simple label line system like in the periphery, where separate GRNs on different appendages mediate information about what and where (Jør-gensen et al. 2007a) . As shown in Fig. 4 , a single CGN did not unambiguously represent one tastant or one location. Instead each tastant and location was represented by the distinct activity patterns in the partially overlapping populations of CGNs. For instance, stimulation with sucrose resulted in a pattern of excitation and inhibition different from the other stimuli, and the response pattern to each stimulus differed across appendages. Thus taste quality and location seem to be coded by partially overlapping populations of CGNs with varying tuning breadth. Although some of the moth CGNs could be categorized into best cell types for sucrose and quinine, respectively, similar to the mammalian CGNs, a large number of the moth CGNs responded to both sucrose and quinine. In principle, this differs from the mammalian system where responsiveness to sugars and alkaloids virtually never occur together even in the most broadly tuned CGNs (Spector 2005) . Particularly interesting is the comparison with the gustatory system of Drosophila showing differences from the moth system already at the GRN level. Whereas in Drosophila GRNs of different modalities project in separate regions of the SOG (Marella et al. 2006; Thorne et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2004) , they seem to intermingle in H. virescens (Jørgensen et al. 2006) , which is further reflected in the high level of integration in the CGNs. In Drosophila, studies of motor neurons and behavioral responses to sweet and bitter GRN stimulations have indicated separate neural circuits dedicated to acceptance and avoidance reactions with some interactions between them (Gordon and Scott 2009; Marella et al. 2006 ). However, because SOG interneurons in Drosophila have not been physiologically characterized, we do not know the degree of information integration and circuit interactions in the SOG. Therefore it is difficult to know whether there are principal differences from the moth system in how the information is processed.
The apparent multifunctionality of the CGNs in H. virescens allowed single CGNs to be related to several phagostimulatory and aversive behaviors according to which appendage mediated the responses. For instance, the eight CGNs responding excitatory best to sucrose or water applied to both antennae may be involved in phagostimulation, eliciting proboscis extension (Table 1, GRN 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 59, and 52) . Many of these neurons also responded best with excitation to sucrose or water on the proboscis, suggesting an additional role in maintaining proboscis extension and initiating consumption (Table  1, 1, 2, 4, 12, and 59) . Interestingly, none of these neurons responded best with excitation to sucrose stimulation of the tarsus, indicating a weaker connection to the GRNs of this appendage. Many CGNs excited by sucrose and water were inhibited by quinine, sharpening their phagostimulatory versus aversive function. The CGNs responding excitatory best to quinine applied to both antennae are probably involved in aversion, inhibiting proboscis extension (Table 1, 36 -38) , and those excited best by quinine applied to the proboscis may induce proboscis recoiling and inhibit consumption. Only one CGN did not receive input from the antennae (Fig. 11 ). It responded inhibitory to sucrose and water applied to the proboscis, indicating involvement in inhibition of consumption. Its axonal projection in the frontal ganglion connective suggests a direct influence on the central pattern generator controlling sucking. The CGNs receiving gustatory information from one of the antennae may particularly be involved in orientation behavior, like turning toward sucrose and away from quinine. The side specific information may be sharpened by the CGNs responding oppositely to stimulation of the two antennae. More difficult to interpret is the function of the seven CGNs responding best with excitation to sucrose on one antenna and to quinine on the contralateral antenna (Table 1, 5, 9, 14, 17, 19, 20, and 24) . These neurons provide ambiguous information about quality as well as location of tastants, similar to neurons in the nucleus of the solitary tract in mammals responding best to sucrose applied to the palate and NaCl applied to the anterior tongue (Travers et al. 1986 ). These CGNs might be involved in functions like salivary secretion or a general arousal to the presence of tastants.
The decision to ingest a potential food source does not only depend on tastants but also on texture. In herbivorous insects, physical plant features like trichomes, wax structure, and sclerotization detected prior to any gustatory evaluation can drastically influence host-plant selection behavior (Schoonhoven et al. 1998) . The close association of the two modalities is reflected by the presence of one mechanosensory and several GRNs in each contact chemosensillum Ozaki and Tominaga 1999; Steinbrecht 1984) . In H. virescens, these receptor neurons on the antenna project to the SOG and the AMMC, and those on the proboscis to the SOG (Jørgensen et al. 2006; Kvello et al. 2006 ). In the present study, most CGNs responded to mechanosensory stimulation of at least one appendage as exemplified by the CGN in Fig. 12 . The dendritic arborization in the left AMMC and in the left SOG of this neuron is in accordance with the mechanosensory and gustatory input. Integration of gustatory and mechanosensory information has previously been shown in the thoracic CGNs of L. migratoria (Rogers and Newland 2003) as well as in CGNs of the solitary nucleus in mammals (Smith and Davis 2000), suggesting that a bimodal percept of taste quality and texture is common across animal taxonomic groups.
The results of the present study have shown that taste related behaviors in H. virescens are not only governed by gustatory information via local reflexes. Both gustatory and mechanosensory information from the head appendages and the tarsi is integrated in the CGNs of the SOG and the brain, allowing an elaborate evaluation of taste quality, location, and texture before initiating an appropriate coordinated behavioral response. Future studies including immunostaining may provide additional information about the function of the CGNs, their connectivity and their role in the circuits processing gustatory information.
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